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Information:

• The video will be uploaded somewhere (Youtube with access restriction ?) after the workshop and  
the link will be provided to the all registered participants.


• If you do not want to recode your presentation, please let us know before your presentation.  
We will stop the recode during your presentation. 

The workshop will be recoded 

Questions during presentations 
• Each presentation will have a question time (~ 5 min) at the end. 

• Please use “raise hand” or “chat” on ZOOM.  

The chair person will ask you to unmute and give a question.

• Slack workspace is available for further discussion 

  https://join.slack.com/t/atmnu2021/shared_invite/zt-koyxfztx-JU99AOW8ZBym7RkIZ5YMwQ

Upload your presentation file
• Please do it well before your presentation. 

     A cloud folder:  https://nuss.nagoya-u.ac.jp/s/ob8LQ2xEW82Rd7d  PW: atmnu 

• The presentation files will be copied to the indico page. 

https://join.slack.com/t/atmnu2021/shared_invite/zt-koyxfztx-JU99AOW8ZBym7RkIZ5YMwQ
https://nuss.nagoya-u.ac.jp/s/ob8LQ2xEW82Rd7d


Atmospheric neutrinos 
• Neutrino source for oscillation measurement 

• 0.1 GeV - 10 GeV 


• Background in astronomical neutrino observations  
• Supernova relic neutrinos (SK-Gd) 

< 100 MeV 

• Neutrinos from cosmic-ray sources (IceCube)  

> 100 TeV


• Background in dark matter searches  
• indirect searches  

100 GeV ~ 1 TeV

• direct search (neutrino floor)
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l Very	long	baseline	(in	matter)	
l Wide	energy	range	
l 2	flavors	in	origin	(	νµ	and	νe)	
l Cost	free…	



Modeling of Atmospheric neutrino fluxAtmospheric ν flux modeling
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• Improvement of the precision of  
atmospheric ν flux estimation. 

• Common error matrix  
related to hadronic interaction  
for AS ν and beam ν oscillation analyses  
  

• Increasing statistics  
to ~100 as ν events in HK 

• SK-T2K combined analysis  



How to model the flux
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Atmospheric ν flux modeling
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Evaluation by  
muon measurements

• Calculation technique 

• Air shower simulation 
       CORSIKA 
       COSMOS 



1st Workshop for Atmospheric neutrino production

This	meeting	organization�
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Goal	of	meeting�
•  Put	��communities	(ν	&	AS)	together	to	share	the	
knowledge,	demand,	and	future	
– How	much	precision	needed/possible	?	

•  Update	state-of-art	neutrino	flux	codes	with	,he	
newest	and	common	knowledge	and	framework	
– Honda	flux,	Bartol	flux,	and	newest	air	shower	MC.	

•  	Provide	common	treatment	of		ν-production	
systematics	in	LBLE/atm	combined-analysis	
–  i.e.		T2K-SK	combined	oscillation	analysis	

•  Brain-storming	for	what's	new	measurements		
– Accelerator	/	ground	CR	/	airbourne	CR	

•  Discuss		to	form	a	real-working	group�

20-20 Mar. 2019, Nagoya Univ. Opening remark  

of 1st workshop 



Organization:

Physics 

Model Update

ν-O interaction

muon measurement

accelerator experiments

Today Tomorrow 

Let’s start and enjoy discussions !! 

• Connection between atmospheric and beam neutrino fluxes for a SK+T2K joint analysis.  
• Impact on low energy neutrino (<100 MeV) measurements
• Muon measurements



Backup



decays of particles become suppressed above the critical
energy. Heavier and less abundant hadrons dominate at
very high energy and produce prompt atmospheric leptons.
As expected, the conventional muons stem from the decays
of charged pions and, with a smaller contribution, from
charged kaons (upper left panel in Fig. 5). Prompt muons
have two sources, decays of charmed mesons and a
component from electromagnetic decays of unflavored
mesons [17]. The detailed break-down of the contributors
to the unflavored component is shown Fig. 6. A contribu-
tion at a similar level as charm comes from the process !
and !0 ! "!"!#, breaking the correlation between prompt
fluxes of muons and neutrinos. The crossover between
conventional and prompt flux happens at several PeV and
depends on the choice of models and the zenith angle.
Further sources of high energy muons that are not included
in our calculation are the photo-production of muon pairs,
which is suppressed by 10!4 with respect to the pair
production cross section $e!e! [18], and the nuclear
interactions of muons. While the muon pair production

can significantly contribute to inclusive fluxes at very high
(PeV) energies, the nuclear interactions are only important
for the low energy tail of muon bundles in air showers.

FIG. 5. Contribution from decays of various particles to the atmospheric "! ! "! (top left), %" ! %̄" (top right), %e ! %̄e (bottom left)
and %& ! %̄& (bottom right) flux in SIBYLL-2.3c and H3a primary model at ' " 60°.

FIG. 6. Breakdown of the unflavored component of the prompt
muon flux.
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Fedynitch et al. (2019)


